ACROSS
1. Fish for dinner
6. Words at a wedding
10. Drink made with the pour over method
14. Spread on a fish taco
15. Musk of Tesla
16. Tripping stuff
17. Surfer girls with their surfboard applications?
20. Veggie stir fry bean
21. NFL team whose fans spell out its name while cheering
22. Turned white
23. Besides that
24. Game played in nine different rooms simultaneously
25. Next in line after Paul Pierce?
32. Actor Paul of TV's "The Path"
33. Get rid of
34. Row-making tool
35. Ziggy Stardust genre
36. Casual wear
37. "The Force Awakens" Jedi
38. Giant Mel
39. Fast food chain with the Wacky Pack kid's meal
40. Broadcasted
41. Awesome skiing trip in the Andes, maybe?
42. Forensic facility
43. St. Louis attraction
44. Dual rejection word
45. Line on a Lyft app: Abbr.
46. Follow creepily
47. Level
48. "Oh. My. Gosh!"
49. Egyptian biters
50. School Eddie Redmayne attended
51. Geographical table
52. One on Snapchat
53. Some Muslims in the construction industry?
54. Prefix for someone breaking tradition
55. Broke marker

DOWN
1. Woodshop cutters
2. Affected goodbye
3. Brian Eno band Music
4. Cheer for Neymar
5. Split into two
6. Get a few things off your chest
7. Auto pioneer Ransom
8. Stun
9. Like some fitted reusable diapers
10. Can collector?
11. Spots on the face
12. Competed (for)
13. YouTube clip intros
18. Unimaginably long stretch
19. Terre___
23. Atoms For Peace singer Yorke
24. Monopoly card
25. Famed Iditarod dog
26. One of the muses
27. 1973 Judy Blume book
28. Hiker's path
29. Reggae greats Black___
30. Symbolic
31. Follow to the letter
32. Highly excited
36. CNN election correspondent who uses the Magic Wall
37. Run-on sentence?
39. Reprimand
40. Colonial mound
42. Forensic facility
43. St. Louis attraction
46. "Why not"
47. Level
48. "Oh. My. Gosh!"
49. Egyptian biters
50. School Eddie Redmayne attended
51. Geographical table
52. One on Snapchat
53. Cranky cry
54. Prefix for someone breaking tradition
55. Broke marker